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SPECIES: a balloon-borne and airborne instrument coupling infrared
lasers with Optical Feedback Cavity Enhanced Absorption
Spectroscopy technique for atmospheric in-situ trace-gas
measurements
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The balloon-borne and airborne instrument SPECIES (SPECtromètre Infrarouge à lasErs in Situ)

recently built in our laboratory will be described. This is a mid-infrared absorption spectrometer,

including four channels by coupling Interband or Quantum Cascade Lasers (ICLs or QCLs) to

Optical-Feedback Cavity-Enhanced Absorption Spectroscopy (OF-CEAS). Using cavities of 50 cm

length, this leads to very high resolution (< 0.005 cm

-1

) spectra and very long optical paths (> 5 km)

and thus, low detection limits for the trace gases to be measured. It can contribute to the detailed

description and understanding of the functioning of the free troposphere and stratosphere in

terms of composition, chemical reactivity and circulation of air masses by carrying out fast (< 2 s)

in-situ measurements of reactive trace gases and greenhouse gases among CO, NO

x

, CH

2

O,

12

CO

2

,
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CO

2

, CH

4

and N

2

O, at very high spatial resolution, i.e. a few meters vertically or hundred meters

horizontally. Mini-SPECIES is the lightened version of SPECIES, comprising two lasers coupled to

two cavities and reduced electrical power, which allows its integration in aircraft or its operation

for long-duration stratospheric balloon flights (> 4 days). High accuracies are obtained when

calibration in flight, or at ground before and after the flight, is performed against standards. In

addition to providing reference measurements for calibration/validation of space missions, these

performances can lead to in-depth characterization of particular atmospheric processes.
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